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Abstract: We present a switchable thermal interface based on an array of discrete liquid 
droplets initially confined on hydrophilic islands on a substrate. The droplets undergo 
reversible morphological transition into a continuous liquid film when they are mechanically 
compressed by an opposing substrate to create low-thermal resistance heat conduction path. 
We investigate a criterion for reversible switching in terms of hydrophilic pattern size and 
liquid volume. The dependence of the liquid morphology and rupture distance on the 
diameter and areal fraction of hydrophilic islands, liquid volumes, as well as loading 
pressure is also characterized both theoretically and experimentally. The thermal resistance 
in the on-state is experimentally characterized for ionic liquids, which are promising  
for practical applications due to their negligible vapor pressure. A life testing setup is 
constructed to evaluate the reliability of the interface under continued switching conditions 
at relatively high switching frequencies. 

Keywords: switchable thermal interface; reversibility; liquid morphology; thermal 
resistance; reliability 

 

1. Introduction 

Switchable thermal interfaces enable controlled modulation of thermal conductance between devices 
of interest and their heat sinks/sources. They are key components of micro-devices and systems that 
require reconfigurable heat transfer paths for precise low-power thermal control and management. 
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Potential applications [1–4] include micro-bolometers with locally adjustable dynamic ranges, pulsed 
thermoelectric cooling, solid-state electrocaloric refrigerators that require rapid thermal cycling of the 
working medium, pyroelectric waste heat harvesting, and satellite thermal management. 

It is well-established that thermal transport across solid-solid contacts is often limited by surface 
asperities that reduce actual contact areas. Previous experimental studies showed, however, that 
significant loading pressure (of the order of 1 MPa) is necessary to achieve small thermal contact 
resistance (<10−4 m2·K·W) even for micromachined silicon surfaces with nanometer scale 
roughness [1]. This may be attributed to trapped gas layers that strongly impede heat conduction. 
Dense arrays of vertically aligned carbon nanotubes [5] or nanofibers [6] have received a lot of 
attention for potential heat transfer applications. Relatively large loading pressure was, however, often 
necessary to achieve small thermal resistance because only a small fraction of tubes actually make 
contact with the opposing surface. Furthermore, under intimate contacts, strong adhesion between 
carbon nanotubes and the opposing surface [7] and resulting delamination failures make them ill-suited 
as switchable thermal interfaces. 

A previous study demonstrated a related thermal switch that consists of an array of discrete mercury 
droplets [2]. Since the thermal conductivity of mercury is relatively high, the thermal resistance across 
each droplet can be very low (~4 × 10−6 m2·K·W). Mercury, however, poses health and environmental 
hazards. Some alternative room-temperature liquid metals can circumvent this issue, but they oxidize 
rapidly in the ambient air, making their practical use difficult. 

A recent study demonstrated the potential for an alternative liquid-mediated thermal interface, which 
can provide thermal contact resistance comparable to that of direct solid-solid contacts at loading 
pressure several orders of magnitude smaller [8]. The key idea was to exploit the predominance of 
surface tension over gravity and other bulk forces at microscales to reversibly change the morphology 
of parallel columns of a dielectric liquid confined in microchannels. In its off-state, the two surfaces 
defining the interface are separated from each other by an air or vacuum gap. The liquid is confined in 
an array of discrete microchannels separated from each other by hydrophobic regions. The two 
surfaces are then brought into contact to compress and deform the liquid columns until a continuous 
liquid layer is formed. To switch off the interface, the two surfaces are pulled away from each other. 
The continuous liquid layer is then first transformed into an array of liquid bridges spanning the gap, 
which then rupture to break thermal contact between the two surfaces. 

The channel-based liquid thermal interface has the advantages that it can be easily manufactured 
using standard microfabrication techniques and that each channel can readily be filled with a precise 
amount of liquid to control the final gap distance.  

The main drawback of this design, however, has to do with its requirement for a long mechanical 
stroke. The distance required for liquid-bridges to rupture is of the order of the length of microchannels 
or typically ~1 mm. This can be problematic in applications that require micro-actuators of limited 
actuation ranges or rapid thermal cycling. 

The present work reports our theoretical and experimental work on an alternative design that 
replaces microchannels with an array of discrete chemically-patterned hydrophilic islands to reduce or 
otherwise control the liquid-bridge rupture distance. As an illustration, Figure 1 shows a difference in 
rupture distance between two designs. For one liquid volume considered, the rupture distance of the 
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interface containing circular islands is below 300 µm [Figure 1(a)], whereas that of the interface 
containing parallel microchannels is over 700 µm [Figure 1(b)]. 

Figure 1. Comparison between the rupture distances of liquid bridges defined by  
(a) microchannels and (b) discrete hydrophilic patterns. 

 
(a) (b) 

2. Interface Design: Reversibility 

One key design consideration for the switchable thermal interfaces is their reversibility. That is,  
a continuous liquid film formed by deforming and merging an array of discrete liquid droplets must  
be able to return to the original state of discrete droplets when the two surfaces are separated from  
each other. 

We consider an array of circular hydrophilic patches on an otherwise hydrophobic surface as our 
model system. The two main design parameters are (1) pattern size d as characterized by their diameter 
and (2) the pattern areal fraction f, which is defined as the fraction of the surface area occupied by 
hydrophilic islands. When d or f is too small, a continuous liquid film formed in the switch-on state 
may transform into a single large liquid drop instead of an array of multiple discrete droplets as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Comparison between large and small patterns. Liquid on the substrate with 
smaller hydrophilic patterns (a) will transform into a single droplet after rupture (b) but on 
the substrate with larger hydrophilic patterns (c) will form discrete droplets (d). 

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

To establish quantitative reversibility criteria, we compare the interface energy of the single-droplet 
state Es and that of the discrete multi-droplet state Em. Assuming that the effect of the gravity is 
negligible, we can approximate liquid droplets as truncated spheres. The interfacial energy can then be 
written as 2 1 cossin cos · · cos · · 1 ·  (1)
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2 1 cossin cos · ·  (2)

3 1 cossin 2 cos  (3)

Here r is the radius of the wetting area of the single droplet, which is determined by the total volume 
(Equation (3)),  is the apparent contact angle of a discrete droplet on each hydrophilic pattern, g is the 
desired minimum gap (that is, the target minimum thickness of the continuous liquid layer), and V is 
the total liquid volume. 

Figure 3 shows the calculated interfacial energy for the two states at f = 0.2, V = 0.7 μL and g = 20 μm. 
We consider a case where the contact angle on the hydrophilic pattern is θ1 = 24.4° (experimentally 
measured for silicon after plasma etching of a hydrophobic coating) and that on the hydrophobic 
region (e.g., Teflon® coating) θ2 is 120°. The liquid-vapor surface tension γlv = 73 mN/m is assumed to 
be comparable to that of water. 

Figure 3. Interface energies of the single-droplet state and the multi-droplet states versus 
pattern size. 
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When the pattern size is below approximately 560 μm, the discrete multi-droplet state has higher 
energy and is hence less energetically favorable than the single-drop state. That is, a continuous liquid 
layer will more likely transform into a single large liquid drop when the two surfaces are separated 
from each other instead of forming multiple discrete droplets. The pattern size needs to exceed this 
value to achieve the reversibility. 

Figure 4(a) shows the difference in the interfacial energy of the two states for different values of the 
pattern areal fraction f. The x-intercepts, ranging from approximately 500 to 700 μm, correspond to the 
minimum pattern size necessary for the discrete multi-drop state to be energetically more favorable. 
This minimum pattern size decreases with increasing f. In other words, smaller patterns can achieve 
reversibility at higher pattern fractions because the neighboring hydrophilic patterns are located closer 
to each other. When the pattern size becomes very large, the interfacial energy difference decreases 
with increasing pattern density. Liquid droplets on these large patterns are more prone to merge and 
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fraction, the rupture distance also scales roughly with the pattern size. The prediction agrees well with 
the measured rupture distances for all the cases examined here. 

Figure 6. Rupture distances with different pattern sizes and areal fractions. 
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When the design goal is to achieve a small rupture distance, one would prefer smaller pattern sizes 
and higher areal fractions. This requirement, however, conflicts with the requirement for achieving the 
reversibility discussed in the preceding section. One may therefore select the smallest acceptable 
pattern size that ensures reversible switching for a given areal fraction to reduce the rupture distance.  

4. Capillary Forces 

Another important mechanical characteristic of liquid-based interfaces is the force-gap relation. We 
predict this relation using the virtual work model in conjunction with the surface energy minimization 
algorithm. The capillary force is computed as the first derivative of the interfacial energy of the 
equilibrium bridge configuration: F = −dE/dg. The force-gap relation is also experimentally 
characterized by placing the bottom substrate on a precision balance to measure the force while 
reducing (or increasing) the gap between the two substrates using the precision z-stage. 

Figure 7 shows the measured and predicted loading pressure as a function of gap for substrates with 
the fixed hydrophilic pattern diameter of 1 mm. In transitioning from the off- to on-state, multiple 
liquid bridges are first formed between the two substrates. For the multiple-bridge states, the different 
curves in the figure correspond to different values of the pattern areal fraction, f. These curves then 
merge into one universal curve once a continuous thin film is formed. The effect of contact angle 
hysteresis is small. As the travel direction is reversed and the gap distance is increased, the attractive 
component of the surface tension force eventually exceeds the repulsive force, and the net force 
becomes positive. After the multi-bridge state is reached again, the repulsive Laplace pressure 
decreases as the bottom apparent contact angle changes and the surface tension force becomes more 
dominant.  
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Figure 7. The pressure as a function of gap distance at thin film state and multi-bridge state. 
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5. Switching Work 

The total work required for one switching operation (on-to-off or off-to-on) may be calculated as 
the sum of the work necessary to push the substrates to achieve a desired gap distance (work of 
actuation) and the work necessary to pull the substrates and cause rupture (work of separation). Table 1 
shows the values obtained by integrating the loading force as a function of gap distance for substrates 
with the fixed pattern diameter of 1 mm. They are compared with the difference between the total 
surface energies between the discrete multi-droplet state and the thin-film state. 

Table 1. The total operation work with different pattern areal fractions. 

Pattern Fraction 
Energy Difference

(μJ) 
Total Work

(μJ) 
Work of  

Actuation (μJ) 
Work of  

Separation (μJ)
0.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 0.02 
0.2 1.8 1.9 2.0 0.13 
0.35 1.2 1.4 1.7 0.28 
0.55 0.5 0.88 1.3 0.47 

6. Thermal Resistance Characterization 

Figure 8 schematically shows the experimental setup we use for thermal resistance measurements. We 
use a serpentine metal strip microfabricated on a glass slide (top substrate) as a heater and electrical 
resistance thermometer to characterize the thermal resistance of liquid layers (on-state interface thermal 
resistance). We apply a current pulse to the heater and monitor resulting changes in its electrical 
resistance and hence temperature as a function of time. The temporal temperature profile is then 
analyzed using finite element simulations to extract the thermal resistance [8]. 

We use de-ionized water for the experiments discussed in the preceding sections for the  
capillary force and rupture distance because it allows the surfaces to be readily cleaned and reused. For 
practical applications, non-volatile liquids, such as hydrophobic ionic liquids [11] may be more suited. 
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We picked two commercial available ionic liquids, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate, 
[BMIM][BF4] and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate, [BMIM][PF6], for further test.  

Figure 8. Schematic of the measurement setup for thermal resistance (transient hot  
disk technique). 

 

Figure 9 shows the experimentally measured temporal temperature profiles and the corresponding 
FEM simulation results. The thickness of the [BMIM][BF4] layer is 12 μm and the thickness of the 
[BMIM][PF6] layer is 10 μm. The initial parts of the temporal profiles (not shown) are governed 
primarily by heat conduction through the glass slide and not sensitive to the thermal resistance of  
the interface. 

Figure 9. Temporal temperature profiles obtained during experiments and the best fits 
obtained using finite element simulations. 
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From the measured thermal resistance and liquid layer thickness, we determine the thermal 
conductivity of [BMIM][BF4] to be 0.19 ± 0.01 W/mK and that of [BMIM][PF6] to be  
0.15 ± 0.01 W/mK. These compare well with the literature values of bulk samples, 0.186 W/mK and 
0.145 W/mK, respectively. This suggests that the thermal boundary resistance at liquid-solid interfaces, 
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which arise from finite mismatch in the acoustic (phonon) properties of the two substances, is 
negligible compared with the bulk thermal resistance of the liquid layers. 

7. Life Testing 

To obtain preliminary evaluation of the reliability of the present switchable interfaces, we constructed 
an experimental setup shown in Figure 10. A spring-supported frame bonded with a magnetic foil is 
actuated by rotating a disk embedded with multiple permanent magnets. The frame is separated from 
the disk by a substrate containing a switchable liquid-based interface. The disk was rotated using a DC 
motor to actuate the plate up and down and make mechanical contacts with the interface at a controlled 
frequency. The liquid interfaces were shown to operate reliably at frequencies as high as 20 Hz for at 
least 1,000 h. For some ionic liquids, such as [BMIM][PF6] that contain fluorine atoms [12], the total 
liquid volume decreases with time due to formation of volatile species upon exposure to the ambient air. 
This may lead to interface failure when the liquid droplets are depinned from the pattern boundaries. 
Such problems may be avoided in other ionic liquids, including 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
dicyanamide that we tested. 

Figure 10. (a) Schematic of the life testing setup; (b) Plate actuation frequency as a 
function of voltage applied to the DC motor. 
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8. Summary 

The present work establishes a concept for switchable thermal interfaces based on an array of discrete 
liquid droplets initially confined on hydrophilic islands on a hydrophobic substrate. The droplets undergo 
reversible morphological transition into a continuous liquid film when they are mechanically compressed 
by an opposing substrate to create low-thermal resistance heat conduction path. We investigate a 
criterion for reversible switching in terms of hydrophilic pattern size and liquid volume. The 
dependence of the liquid morphology and rupture distance on the diameter and areal fraction of 
hydrophilic islands, liquid volumes, as well as loading pressure is also characterized both theoretically 
and experimentally. The thermal resistance in the on-state is experimentally characterized for ionic 
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liquids, which are promising for practical applications due to their negligible vapor pressure. A life 
testing setup is constructed to evaluate the reliability of the interface under continued switching 
conditions at relatively high switching frequencies. 
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